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civilization has led from the right of the strongest to the
establishment of laws, and therewith to the creation of a
court of justice and a standard of rights which arc super-
ordinatecl above the contending parties.
It is my conviction that a basis for the adjustment of
conflicting views could be found in the recognition of types
of attitude, not however of the mere existence of such types
but also of the fact that every man is so imprisoned in his
type that he is simply incapable of a complete under-
standing of another standpoint, Without a recognition of
this far-reaching demand a violation of the other's stand-
point is practically inevitable. Just as parties in dispute
forgathering before the law refrain from direct violence,
and confide their mutual claims to the justice of the lav\
and the impartiality of the judge, so each type, conscious of
his own predilection, must abstain from casting indignities,
suspicions, and depreciatory valuations upon his opposing
type. Through a consideration of the problem of typical
attitudes, and the presentation of it in a certain form and
outline, I aspire to guide my readers to a contemplation of
this picture of the manifold possibilities of viewing life, in
the hope that in so doing I may contribute a small share to
the knowledge of the almost infinite variations and grada-
tions of individual psychology. No one, I trust, will draw
the conclusion from my description of. the types that I
believe the four or eight types which I describe to be the
only ones that might ever occur. That would be a grave
misconception^ for I have no sort of doubt that the
various attitudes one meets with can also be consideredt
and classified from other points of view, Indeed, this
actual investigation contains not a few indications of
such other possibilities, as, for instance, a division accord-
ing to the factor of activity* But, whatever may serve
as a criterion for the establishment of types, a comparison
of various forms of habitual attitudes will invariably

